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The model dodgems described below are loosely based on fairground dodgems of the 
1950s, to a scale of approximately 1:12. Fairground dodgems are three wheelers, with 
the single front wheel driven by an electric motor. Electricity is supplied overhead, 
collected by a pole with a wiper. A metal running surface and metal wheels provide 
the return path. The models are powered, and automatically follow an erratic path.

The model shown in Figure 1 was built in 1952. It was powered by a Meccano Magic 
clockwork motor, with a band drive to the front wheel. The mechanism is shown in 
Figure 2. The band passes over two jockey pulleys. The Magic motor was clamped by 
its winding shaft to a bush wheel on the underside of the bonnet. The motor therefore
turns as it unwinds, taking the front wheel with it. This makes the dodgem follow an 
erratic path. The bonnet is less rounded than in the prototype because of the need to 
accommodate the mechanism. Disadvantages of the model are that it only runs for a 
short time before rewinding is needed, the brake on the Magic motor is awkward to 
handle, and rewinding is difficult.

Figure 1 Figure 2
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A modern reproduction, based on Figures 1 and 2, is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The 
shape of the body is identical, but sheets are differently arranged. A steering wheel 
has been added. The mechanism is unchanged (Figure 5).

Figure 3 Figure 4

Figure 5
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A modern electrically powered version with on board batteries is shown in Figures 6
and 7. The use of an electric motor is true to the prototype but the motor, together 
with the battery box, is too large to mount over the front wheel. The body is similar to 
those of the clockwork dodgems, but it is higher at the rear to accommodate the motor 
and batteries. The body lifts off for access to the mechanism, and to change the 
batteries. A view of the body from underneath is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6 Figure 7

Figure 8
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The mechanism (Figures 9-13) is arranged so that the model automatically steers 
away if it encounters an obstacle. Gear ratios were chosen by trial and error. The drive
from the single speed motor splits, after one geared stage of speed reduction, at the 
vertical shaft immediately in front of the motor. The driveline for the front wheel, 
which provide two further stages of speed reduction, is via two bands and a triple 
pulley (Figure 9). The first band is horizontal. The arrangement of the second band is 
similar to that for the bands in the clockwork models (Figures 2 and 5). The steering 
driveline has three further stages of geared speed reduction, ending at the large 
yellow gear over the front wheel. This gear is fastened to the vertical axle that 
operates the steering. The triple pulley is free to rotate on this axle, keeping the two
drivelines separate. If the dodgem encounters an obstacle and stops, then the second
driving band slips, but the steering drive continues to operate and the dodgem 
eventually moves away from the obstacle.
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